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IGI Global publications are published in English and distributed throughout the world. Many of our high-quality publications have been translated into other languages. It is IGI Global’s practice to work with established foreign publishers who wish to translate, publish, and sell a published IGI Global title.

In order to simplify the project for its foreign counterparts, the IGI Global Translation Rights contract proposes a simple fee structure based on a one-time upfront license fee that is valid for 5 years and not dependent on the foreign publisher tracking and reporting royalties to IGI Global.

You are encouraged to view the IGI Global website featuring detailed information on each publication, or review the latest IGI Global book catalog at http://www.igi-global.com/books/bookinformation/catalogs.aspx. Please contact Jan Travers, Director of Intellectual Property and Contracts at jtravers@igi-global.com for more information.

For Translators, because IGI Global only deals with foreign publishers who wish to translate, print, and sell our publications, it is recommended that you identify publishers in your region that publish in the areas of information science and technology research and submit a proposal to that publisher to be the lead translator on the project.

The organization responsible for overseeing the publication process should complete the IGI Global Translation Rights Request form and return to IGI Global. IGI Global does not work directly with translators.

For your convenience, the IGI Global website (www.igi-global.com) offers a preview of each chapter of the book, as well as the preface and table of contents!
Why Translate IGI Global Books

• Easy one-time fee structure saves your staff administrative time tracking and reporting royalties.

• Book contents have already undergone a stringent peer review process and have been updated according to reviewer’s comments.

• Book authors/editors are high-level scholars with proven expertise in their field of study.

• No embargo period for the translated version to appear on the market. Book is ready for publication as soon as translation is complete.

• Exclusive translation contract so that only one proposal for translation will be accepted for each language.

• IGI Global will share testimonial statements received for the book for you to use in your promotional materials.

• Because IGI Global edited books are contributed to by authors from around the world, the viewpoints presented are from various perspectives and do not represent just the North American point of view.
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### Upcoming IGI Global Titles

- **Cloud Computing Advancements in Design, Implementation, and Technologies**  
  Shadi Aljawarneh (Isra University, Jordan)

- **Ethical Technology Use, Policy, and Reactions in Educational Settings**  
  Kadir Beycioglu (Dokuz Eylul University, Turkey)

- **Evolving Psychological and Educational Perspectives on Cyber Behavior**  
  Robert Zheng (The University of Utah, USA)

- **Clinical Solutions and Medical Progress through User-Driven Healthcare**  
  Rakesh Biswas (People’s College of Medical Sciences, India)

*And many more!*
Law and Order in Virtual Worlds: Exploring Avatars, Their Ownership and Rights

Angela Adrian (Univ. of Bournemouth, UK)

As virtual worlds increase in their depth and number, evolving into virtual communities with separate rules and expectations, they are often brought into conflict with the legal rules of the physical world.

Law and Order in Virtual Worlds: Exploring Avatars, Their Ownership and Rights provides an understanding of the interface between the laws of the real world and the laws of the virtual worlds. This book raises and answers compelling legal questions about issues such as owning virtual assets, intellectual property right infringements, and virtual liabilities in the real world.

ISBN: 9781615207954; © 2010

Visit www.igi-global.com for full information on all IGI Global books.
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Over the next decade, significant technological advancements and policy implementations are planned to each of the five space infrastructures, (telecommunication, positioning and navigation, broadcasting, earth observation, and tourism) creating new opportunities for information technology.

Commerce in Space: Infrastructures, Technologies, and Applications is an authoritative body of research on the expanding role of earth observation satellite initiatives and their applications to such capabilities as mobile broadband, Internet, and mobile communication connectivity.

Translation Rights Available

Visit www.igi-global.com for full information on all IGI Global books.
As more individuals own and operate Internet-enabled devices and more critical government and industrial systems rely on advanced technologies, the issue of cybercrime has become a crucial concern for both the general public and professionals alike. This is a leading reference examining the psychology of cybercrime, including research on offenders, legal issues, the impact of cybercrime on victims, punishment, and preventive measures.

Translation Rights Request Form

Your Information:
Name: _______________________________________________________
You represent a(n):  ___agency       ___ publisher
Company/Organization: __________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________
Telephone: ____________________________________________________
E-Mail: _______________________________________________________

Book Details
Title: _______________________________________________________
Author/Editor: _______________________________________________
Territory of Planned Distribution: _______________________________
Request to Translate to what language: __________________________
Projected release date: ________________________________

__ I would like IGI Global to recommend books for possible translation in
the areas of: _______________________________________________
(ex. Information security, distance education, artificial intelligence)

International publisher representative should complete this form and
e-mail to Jan Travers, IGI Global, Director of Intellectual Property and Con-
tacts, jtravers@igi-global.com or fax 717.533-8661.
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Measuring Information Systems Delivery Quality
By Evan W. Duggan and Han Reichgelt
Translated into Chinese by Beijing Media Electronic Co.

Technologies for Electrical Power Conversion, Efficiency, and Distribution
by Mihail Hristov Antchev
Translated into Chinese by Posts & Telecom Press

Online Education for Lifelong Learning
By Yukiko Inoue
Translated into Korean by Academy Press

Information Technology Security
By Lawrence Oliva
Translated into Arabic by the Arab Organization for Translation, Beirut Lebanon